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Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) extracted from diverse specimen types has emerged as a high

quality substrate for molecular tumor profiling. Analytical and pre-analytical challenges

in the utilization of cfDNA extracted from pleural effusion supernatant (PES) are herein

characterized in patients with metastatic non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC). Pleural

effusion specimens containing metastatic NSCLC were collected prospectively. After

ThinPrep® (TP) and cell block (CB) preparation, DNA was extracted from residual PES

and analyzed by gel electrophoresis for quality and quantity. Libraries were prepared

and sequenced with a targeted next-generation sequencing (NGS) platform and panel

clinically validated for plasma specimens. Results were compared with DNA extracted

from corresponding FFPE samples that were sequenced using institutional targeted

NGS assays clinically validated for solid tumor FFPE samples. Tumor (TC) and overall

cellularity (OC) were evaluated. Fourteen specimens were collected from 13 patients.

Median specimen volume was 180mL (range, 35–1,400mL). Median TC and OC on TP

slides and CB sections were comparable. Median extracted DNA concentration was 7.4

ng/µL (range, 0.1–58.0 ng/µL), with >5 ng/µL DNA extracted from 10/14 specimens

(71%). Mutations were identified in 10/14 specimens, including 1/3 specimens with

median molecular coverage <1,000 reads. The minimal detected allelic fraction was

0.6%. NGS was falsely negative for the presence of one driver mutation. No correlation

was identified between sample volume or OC, quality or quantity of extracted DNA, or

mutation detection. Despite analytical and pre-analytical challenges, PES represents a

robust source of DNA for NGS.
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INTRODUCTION

Cell-free deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) has emerged as an
alternative to DNA extracted from traditional formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue for molecular analysis of
tumors (1). Cell-free DNA (cfDNA) species are DNA fragments
shed into the extracellular environment in either the bloodstream
or body fluids as a result of normal cell turnover (1–4).
Analysis of tumor-derived cfDNA has primarily evolved with
use of cfDNA in the peripheral circulation (ctDNA) (1). Plasma-
based testing allows for serial sampling and less artifact from
chemical processing and a more accurate representation of
tumor heterogeneity and evolution than for traditional FFPE
tissue (5–7). More recently, tumor-derived cfDNA from other
specimen types, including cerebrospinal fluid, urine, serous
effusion fluid, and fine needle aspiration (FNA) supernatant
has also been sequenced with favorable results (8–15). Effusion
fluid, in particular, is enriched in cfDNA species, making it
a perfect medium for molecular testing (12, 16–20). A major
advantage of using such specimens is that they are largely derived
from patients with unresectable, advanced stage malignancy.
Their collection is minimally invasive, and their utilization can
spare patients the discomfort and morbidity associated with
more invasive procedures. Several studies have demonstrated
that effusion specimens represent a robust source of genetic
material for tumor profiling (12, 16, 17, 21). However, several
important pre-analytical variables in sequencing of effusion-
derived cfDNA testing remain unclear. In order to better define
these variables, DNA extracted directly from pleural effusion
supernatants (PES/ES) from patients with metastatic non-small
cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) have been analyzed using a targeted
next-generation sequencing (NGS) platform clinically validated
for plasma specimens.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimen Selection
Fresh pleural effusion specimens of volume ≥35mL and
containing metastatic NSCLC were collected prospectively.
Stabilization tubes were not used for any sample.

Specimen Processing
Aliquots of each specimen were used to prepare one liquid-
based (ThinPrep R©) preparation according to the manufacturer’s
protocol (Hologic, Inc., Marlborough, MA) and one cell block
preparation. Morphologic diagnosis with immunohistochemical
analysis, where necessary, was performed as previously described
(22). The remaining supernatant was decanted and stored at
room temperature (RT) until the case was signed out, at which
time it was transported to the molecular pathology laboratory.
There, it underwent repeat centrifugation at 2,000 g for 30min
at 4◦C, after which it was immediately stored at −80◦C until
DNA extraction.

Clinical Data, Pre-analytical Variables, and
Morphologic Analyses
The following pre-analytical variables were cataloged for each
specimen: volume; appearance; “processing time”; “sampling

time”; morphologic appearance; overall cellularity (OC); and
tumor cellularity (TC). Specimen volume and appearance
were acquired from the laboratory information system (LIS).
Specimen “processing time” and “sampling time” were calculated
as follows. Processing time was calculated from the date the
specimen was received in the cytopathology laboratory to the
date the specimen was frozen in the molecular pathology
laboratory. Sampling time was calculated from the date the
specimen was frozen to the date of DNA extraction. In order
to evaluate morphologic appearance, a cytopathologist and a
cytotechnologist independently evaluated ThinPrep R© (TP) and
cell block (CB) slides (when available) for tumor cell cohesion
and presence/absence of necrosis. TheOC and TCwere estimated
using the same TP and CB slides. An additional cytopathologist
adjudicated any discrepancies. Patient age and sex were also
acquired from the LIS, but they were not considered as pre-
analytical variables in the final analysis.

DNA Extraction
DNA was extracted from 4mL of postcentrifuged supernatant
using the MagMAX R© Cell Free DNA Isolation Kit
(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) according to the
manufacturer’s guidelines and then eluted in 20–30 µL buffer.
Final DNA concentration was quantified using the Qubit R©
Fluorometer version 3.0 (ThermoFisher, RRID:SCR_018095).
Fragment size distribution was analyzed using a 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, RRID:SCR_018043).

For FFPE cytologic CB and histologic specimens, DNA was
manually extracted as previously described (23). Briefly, after
tumor-enriched areas weremacrodissected from sections of 5µm
thickness, DNA was extracted using a Maxwell R© 16 FFPE
DNA kit (Promega Corp., Fitchburg, WI) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Library Preparation, Sequencing, and Data
Analysis
For DNA extracted from ES, NGS libraries were prepared
according to the manufacturer’s recommendation for the
Oncomine R© Lung cfDNA assay (OLcfD, ThermoFisher,
RRID:SCR_007834). OLcfD interrogates DNA for single
nucleotide variants (SNVs) and insertion-deletion mutations
(indels) in 35 amplicons from 11 genes in which identified
alterations are of diagnostic, predictive, prognostic, or research-
related significance in NSCLC (Supplementary Material).
Barcoded libraries were quantified using the Ion TaqMan R©

Quantitation Kit (ThermoFisher). Although libraries were
quantified after a size selection step, the protocol did not include
a formal verification of library fragment size. Pooled libraries
at 50 pmol concentration were used for clonal amplification
on Ion 530TM Kit-Chef chip (ThermoFisher) and sequenced on
the Ion S5TM Sequencer (ThermoFisher, RRID:SCR_017984).
Raw sequencing data were aligned to Human Genome Build 19
(hg19) and analyzed using Torrent SuiteTM version 5.4 with the
VariantCaller plugin and Ion ReporterTM version 5.6 with default
parameters (ThermoFisher). The Integrative Genomics Viewer
(IGV, Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA, RRID:SCR_011793) was
used to visually inspect read alignment and variant call quality,
and all variants were manually evaluated before reporting.
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TABLE 1 | Clinical data and pre-analytical variables.

Characteristic Median (Range)

Patients (n=13)

Age (years) 72 (38–92)

Sex

Female 7

Male 6

Specimens (n = 14)

Pre-analytical variables

Volume (mL) 180 (35–1,400)

Processing time (days) 7 (0–11)

Sampling time (days) 53.5 (5-179)

ThinPrep (n = 13)

Overall cellularity (cells in 10 hpf) 2,000 (0–>20,000)

Tumor cellularity (%) 25 (<5–>95)

Cell block (n = 13)

Overall cellularity (cells in 10 hpf) 841 (150–7,300)

Tumor cellularity (%) 11 (<5–35)

hpf, high power fields.

For DNA extracted from FFPE cytologic CB and histologic
specimens, amplicon-based NGS proceeded using either the
AmpliseqTM Cancer Hotspot Panel, version 2 (ThermoFisher)
or the Oncomine R© Comprehensive Panel v2 (ThermoFisher) as
previously described (24).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 24 (IBM,
Armonk, NY, RRID:SCR_019096). Sample distributions were
compared using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Correlation was
calculated using Pearson correlation.

RESULTS

Specimen Collection
Forty-one prospectively collected pleural effusion specimens
contained metastatic NSCLC. Twenty-seven specimens were
excluded due to insufficient volume or collection in CytoLyt R©.
The remaining 14 fresh pleural effusion specimens were collected
from 13 patients (7 women, 6 men) with median age of 72
years (range, 38–92 years, Table 1). Six patients had previously
undergone chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. The median
specimen volume was 180mL (range, 35–1,400mL). TP and CB
slides were available for review for 13 specimens. Median TC on
TP slides was 25% (range, <5–>95%). Median TC on the CB
slides was 11% with a range of <5–35% (Table 1). Estimation
of TC was aided by immunohistochemical analysis of claudin-4
expression, where necessary (Figure 1).

The median processing time was 7 days with a range of 0 to
11 days. The median sampling time was 53.5 days with a range
of 5–179 days (Table 1). However, there was an approximately
bimodal distribution of sampling times such that 6 specimens
had sampling time≤30 days and 6 specimens had sampling time
≥139 days. There was no correlation between the sampling time

FIGURE 1 | A cell block section of a case (case #10, Table 3) for which overall

and tumor cellularity were high (hematoxylin and eosin, 400x). Tumor

percentage, quantification of which was aided by immunohistochemical

analysis of claudin 4 expression (inset, 400x) was estimated to be 35%.

and processing time with TC, extracted cfDNA concentration, or
fragment size distribution.

Specimen Cellularity and Morphologic
Analysis
Estimates of TC and OC are provided in Table 1, and estimation
of TC demonstrated good agreement when performed for
TP slides and corresponding CB sections, with three notable
exceptions (Figure 2A). These three specimens, which were all
grossly “cloudy” and microscopically markedly hypocellular on
the TP slide demonstrated high (>95%) TC on the TP slide
but low (<10%) TC on CB sections. For these three specimens,
the mutant allelic fraction (MAF) of any identified genetic
alteration corresponded better to the cellularity as assessed using
CB sections. Upon removal from analysis of these three outlier
cases, one of which is represented in Figure 2C (ThinPrep R©)
and Figure 2D (cell block), median TC on TP slides was 17%
(range,<5–40%) andmedian TC on CB sections was 16% (range,
<5–35%). Furthermore, TP TC demonstrated a strong (R2 =

0.8) and statistically significant (p < 0.01) linear association
with CB TC (Figure 2B). Importantly, initial cytopathologist
and cytotechnologist TC estimates were highly concordant, with
adjudication required for only one TP and two CB slides. Upon
consideration of all specimens in which a genetic alteration was
identified, there was no statistically significant linear association
between MAF and TC as assessed on either TP slides or CB
sections (data not shown).

Specimens demonstrated a range of morphologic features,
including differences in nuclear grade and evidence of gland
formation. Notably, tumor cell dyscohesion was slightly more
prominent in TP slides than in CB sections, with a predominance
of single tumor cells present in six TP slides compared to CB
sections (4 cases). Frank morphologic evidence of necrosis was
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FIGURE 2 | Percentage of nucleated cells that are tumor cells as estimated using formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded cell block sections vs. using a ThinPrep® slide.

(A) Three cases (orange oval), all of which demonstrated low overall cellularity on a ThinPrep® slide also demonstrated discordant tumor percentage estimation. (B)

When the three outlier cases are removed, cell block and ThinPrep® tumor percentages demonstrate a strong and statistically significant linear association. An

example of one of the three outlier cases demonstrates an exclusive population of tumor cells (C) on the ThinPrep® slide (Papanicolaou stain, 600x), while clusters of

tumor cells are intermixed with numerous histiocytes and inflammatory cells (D) on cell block sections (hematoxylin and eosin, 600x).

rare with prominent karrhyorectic/karrhyolytic debris present in
only 1 case on both the TP slide and CB sections. Interestingly,
the quantity of extracted DNA and allelic fraction of the detected
mutation in that case were both among the highest in the cohort.

DNA Extraction
The median extracted DNA concentration was 7.4 ng/µL (range,
0.1–58.0 ng/µL, Table 2), with >5 ng/µL DNA extracted from
10/14 specimens (71%). This quantity of DNA extraction allowed
for sequencing input of 20 ng of DNA for all but two specimens.
For one of these specimens, sequencing input was 1.3 ng of DNA;
for the other, sequencing input was 2.6 ng of DNA.

Analysis of DNA fragment size distribution (Figure 3)
demonstrated the presence of both high and lower molecular
weight DNA in variable quantities. The high molecular weight
DNA species presumably represent genomic/cellular DNA, while
the lower molecular weight DNA species appear in a ladder
pattern of multiples of 166 base pairs (BP), which is characteristic
of cfDNA. In the present cohort, relative quantities of DNA
species varied widely among samples. In 11 specimens, there was
a large proportion of high molecular weight DNA. There was
no correlation between the DNA fragment size distribution and
history of chemotherapy or radiotherapy, TC (on TP or CB), or
detection of a genetic alteration.

TABLE 2 | Nucleic acid quality control metrics.

Metric #

cfDNA concentration (ng/µL)

Median 7.38

Range 0.10–58.00

Library concentration (pM)

Median 445

Range 90–3,118

Median read coverage

Median 42,175

Range 208–127,752

Median molecular coverage

Median 4,619

Range 68–15,798

cfDNA, cell-free deoxyribonucleic acid.

Next-Generation Sequencing
Alterations were detected in 10/14 (71%) specimens, including
one specimen (specimen #10, Table 3) out of three with median
molecular coverage<1,000 reads. There were also two specimens
(specimens #7 and 12, Table 3) in which alterations were
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FIGURE 3 | Quality assessment of DNA of variable quantity extracted directly from residual effusion supernatant of variable cellularity and sampling time using gel

electrophoresis performed on a 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent). High molecular weight DNA (red box) represents cellular/genomic DNA, while low molecular DNA in a

ladder pattern in integer multiples of approximately 166 base pairs presumably represents cell-free DNA (yellow box). Intervening bands likely represent a mix of

cellular/genomic and cell-free DNA. Cellularities highlighted in bold are those for which estimations—Low, Moderate (“Mod.”), or High—based on review of ThinPrep®

slides were discordant from those based on review of cell block sections. Specimen numbers match those in Table 3.

identified in both EGFR and TP53. Overall, the median MAF was
23.1% (range, 0.6–64.7%). The alteration with the lowestMAF—a
dinucleotide substitution in KRAS (G12F)—was also detected by
NGS from FFPE tissue collected in a recent lymph node biopsy.

The presence of all genetic alterations from 10 cases sequenced
from PES were confirmed on sequencing of DNA extracted from
FFPE sections of either a concurrent CB (five specimens) or a
histologic specimen taken from either the primary (two cases)
or metastatic (three cases) site, with two exceptions. In the first
specimen (specimen #12, Table 3) both a duplication in exon
20 of the tyrosine kinase domain of EGFR (N771_H773dup)
with MAF of 8.9% and a deleterious SNV in the DNA-binding
domain of TP53 (R248Q) with MAF of 4.4% were detected in
PES. Interestingly, sequencing from FFPE in a histologic lymph
node biopsy taken 6 weeks earlier demonstrated the presence
of the same EGFR alteration but not the TP53 alteration. The
panel (OCPv2) used to sequence the histologic specimen was
broad enough to identify alterations in genes not represented in
the cfDNA sequencing panel, including a nonsense mutation in
STK11, as well as amplification of MYC, suggestive of genetic
complexity. In the second specimen (specimen #4, Table 3), a
deleterious SNV in the DNA-binding domain of TP53 (R273H)
at an MAF of 27.7% was detected in PES. Sequencing (ACHPv2)
failed using the concurrent pleural fluid FFPE CB. As the patient
was ineligible for diagnostic excision and attendant risks of small
pulmonary biopsy were deemed to outweigh the benefits, pleural
fluid was the only source of DNA on which molecular testing
could be successfully performed.

Absence of all genetic alterations in four PES was confirmed
using FFPE sections of a FNA CB (one case) or histologic

(three cases) specimen taken from the primary site, with one
exception (specimen #1, Table 3). It came from a 76 year-old
woman who presented with a grossly bloody pleural effusion
incidentally identified on routine mammogram. Sequencing
(ACHPv2) of DNA extracted from a concurrent histologic lung
biopsy specimen showed an activating Q61K mutation in KRAS
(c.180_181delinsAA). The overall cellularity on both TP and CB
was moderate, and, accordingly, ample DNA (54.0 ng/µL) was
extracted from PES. However, the TC on both the TP slide and
CB sections was low (<5%). The sampling time and processing
time (30 and 2 days, respectively) were low compared to other
specimens in this study.

There were two specimens for which assay DNA input was
<20 ng, and no mutations were identified upon sequencing
either specimen. For one of these specimens (specimen #9,
Table 3), median molecular coverage was 4,619 reads, and
sequencing of PES (specimen #6, Table 3) collected 2 days earlier
confirmed the lack of mutations, as did sequencing (ACHPv2)
of a concurrent histologic pleural biopsy specimen. For the
other specimen (specimen #3, Table 3) associated with low assay
DNA input, median molecular coverage was only 178 reads, but
absence of mutations was confirmed by sequencing (OCPv2) of
a FFPE mediastinal lymph node biopsy specimen procured 1
month earlier.

Site-Specific Effects
For one specimen (specimen #14, Table 3), sequencing was
performed on both residual supernatant fluid and concurrent
FFPE CBs of a concurrent peritoneal (ascites) fluid. The fluids
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TABLE 3 | Targeted next-generation sequencing results for all specimens.

Supernatant NGS results FFPE NGS results

Specimen Age Sex Extracted

cfDNA

(ng/µL)

Gene Variant Allelic

fraction

(%)

Specimen Gene Variant Molecular test

1 76 F 54.0 N/A Wild-type Lung biopsy KRAS Q61K ACHPv2

2 60 M 7.4 KRAS G12C 18.5 Pleural biopsy KRAS G12C OSH

3 77 F 0.1 N/A Wild-type Lymph node N/A Wild-type OCPv2

4 92 F 58.0 TP53 R273H 28 Pleural fluid Indeterminate None ACHPv2

5 72 M 4.1 TP53 Y205D 5% Pleural fluid TP53 Y205D ACHPv2

6* 90 M 53.0 N/A Wild-type Pleural biopsy N/A Wild-type ACHPv2

7 38 M 36.0 EGFR
†

N771_H773dup 44.3 Pleural biopsy EGFR‡ N771_H773dup Both

8 77 F 58.0 EGFR N771delinsGY 64.3 Lung FNA EGFR N771delinsGY ACHPv2

9* 90 M 0.2 N/A Wild-type Pleural biopsy N/A Wild-type ACHPv2

10 68 M 1.5 EGFR E746_A750del 28.1 Pleural fluid EGFR E746_A750del ACHPv2

11 62 F 53.0 KRAS G12F 0.6 Lymph node KRAS G12F OCPv2

12 69 F 5.0 EGFR§ N771_H773dup 8.9 Lung

lobectomy

EGFR** N771_H773dup ACHPv2

13 85 M 5.0 ERBB2 Y772_A775dup 64.7 Pleural fluid ERBB2 Y772_A775dup OCPv2

14 62 F 5.0 KRAS G12D 1.1 Pleural fluid KRAS
††

G12D OCPv2

15 62 F 5.0 KRAS G12D 43.4 Peritoneal

fluid

KRAS G12D OCPv2

cfDNA, cell-free deoxyribonucleic acid; NGS, next-generation sequencing; FFPE, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded; N/A, Not applicable; ACHPv2, AmpliseqTM Cancer Hotspot Panel

version 2 (DNA only); OCPv2: Oncomine® Comprehensive Panel version 2; OSH, performed at an outside hospital.

*Specimens 6 and 9 were collected from the same patient at different time points.
†
A V337C mutation in TP53 was also detected at an allelic fraction of 31.0%.

‡A concurrent V337C mutation in TP53 was detected.
§An R248Q mutation in TP53 was also detected at an allelic fraction of 4.4%.
**A concurrent mutation in TP53 was not detected.
††
An additional V197E mutation in TP53 was detected at an allelic fraction of < 0.1% upon manual review of sequencing data of concurrent cfDNA.

were aspirated from the thorax and abdomen of a 62 year-
old woman with a history of lung adenocarcinoma metastatic
to pleura and peritoneum status post one round of immune
checkpoint blockade therapy and multiple failed rounds of
chemotherapy who was found to have effusions of increasing size
after presenting with shortness of breath. Both the pleural and
peritoneal fluid specimens were grossly cloudy and of relatively
low volume (90 and 120mL, respectively). The processing time
and sampling time were identical−10 and 5 days, respectively.
Morphologic examination of both TP slides demonstrated
specimens of low overall cellularity. Conversely, CB sections
demonstrated high overall cellularity. Estimated TC for pleural
and peritoneal fluid specimens was 30 and 50%, respectively on
TP slides; estimated TC for pleural and peritoneal fluid specimens
was 30 and 5%, respectively, on CB sections (Figure 4).
Accordingly, activating G12Dmutations in KRASwere identified
upon sequencing of pleural and peritoneal ES fluids. However,
the MAF of the former was substantially lower than that of the
latter (1.1 vs. 43.4%). Sequencing (OCPv2) of concurrent FFPE
CBs demonstrated the presence of the same G12D mutations
in KRAS at MAFs of 9.5 and 40.4%, respectively (Table 4).
Additional deleterious SNVs in the DNA-binding domain of
TP53 (V197E) were identified at allelic fractions approximately
equal to those of the KRASmutations on sequencing (OCPv2) of
concurrent FFPE CBs that were not identified by the automated
caller on sequencing (OLcfD) of effusion supernatants (ES).

Manual review of the pile-ups in IGV did reveal the presence
of the Val197Glu TP53 mutation in peritoneal and PES at allelic
fractions of 0.8 and <0.1%, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Only a rare study has demonstrated that an NGS platform

and methodology clinically validated on plasma specimens can
be utilized for malignant PES from patients with metastatic

NSCLC (25), with promising results. Our study not only finds

PES to be a robust substrate for NGS, it also highlights the

challenges involved in the pre-analytic and analytic phases of
NGS performed on body fluid cfDNA. Challenges in the pre-

analytic phase include optimization of specimen storage and
collection, as well as determination of specimen cellularity and
nucleic acid quantity and quality. Challenges in the analytic phase
include selection of a sequencing methodology with appropriate
depth, targets, and interpretation of results as outlined below.

Specimen Collection
Although guidelines for extracting and processing cfDNA have
begun to emerge in recent years (26, 27), investigations have
largely focused on ctDNA. Fortunately, guidelines for optimizing
plasma specimens for cfDNA testing can inform testing of DNA
extracted from other body fluids, including PES, particularly in
the pre-analytic phase. For example, cell lysis and release of
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FIGURE 4 | A pleural and peritoneal (ascites) fluid specimen was collected

concurrently for one patient. (A) The ThinPrep® slide for the pleural fluid

specimen demonstrated low overall cellularity, and tumor cellularity was

estimated to be 30%. (B) A cell block section for the pleural fluid specimen

demonstrated high overall cellularity, and tumor cellularity was estimated to be

30%. (C) The ThinPrep® slide for the ascites specimen demonstrated low

overall cellularity, and tumor cellularity was estimated to be 50%. (D) A cell

block section for the pleural fluid specimen demonstrated high overall

cellularity, and tumor cellularity was estimated to be 5%.

TABLE 4 | For two specimens collected from a single patient at a single time

point, next-generation sequencing was performed on deoxyribonucleic acid

extracted from paired formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded cell blocks and

corresponding effusion fluid supernatants.

Specimen FFPE cell block Effusion fluid supernatant

KRAS G12D

(MAF)

TP53 V197E

(MAF)

KRAS G12D

(MAF)

TP53 V197E

(MAF)

Pleural effusion 9.5% 9.9% 1.1% <0.1%

Peritoneal

effusion

(Ascites)

40.4% 42.1% 43.4% 0.8%

FFPE, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded; MAF, mutant allelic fraction.

DNase has been shown to occur during prolonged incubation of
blood at RT, even with optimal anticoagulation (1). Reduction of
cell lysis would likely reduce the high variation in the relative
quantity of DNA species present in our samples. Collection
of effusion fluid in preservative or in leukocyte stabilization
tubes, neither of which were utilized in the current study, could
reduce inter-specimen variability. However, the implications on
morphologic and molecular characterization of this method have
not been well-characterized in pleural fluid.

The relationship between cfDNA quantity and quality and
effusion specimen storage time is not well-established. A previous
study of cfDNA extracted from stored and unfixed cytologic
material did not report specimen storage times and did not
include effusion fluids. For plasma, the American Society of
Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and College of American Pathologists

(CAP) jointly recommend processing specimens within 6 h of
collection (28). Storing plasma supernatant at−80◦C for a longer
period of time is an acceptable alternative (17), and studies
have applied this approach to non-plasma cfDNA samples with
good results (17, 19, 25, 29). In the current study, processing
time varied greatly between the samples, and no correlation was
identified between processing time, sampling time, fragment size
distribution or any other variable, including success of NGS.
However, the sample size was limited and until a more significant
relationship is established between quantity and quality of cfDNA
and specimen storage time, it would be advisable to modify
laboratory workflows to minimize the latter.

Specimen Cellularity and Morphologic
Analysis
Several factors have been shown to contribute to variation in
quantity of cfDNA, particularly that of ctDNA. Environmental
exposures, including chemotherapy and radiotherapy can
influence levels (1, 30), as can tumor burden, grade, as well
as presence/absence of necrosis (1, 31, 32). Although it was
associated with an abundance of extracted cfDNA and a
high MAF, only one case in the current study demonstrated
morphologic evidence of necrosis on both the TP slide and CB
sections. To precisely define the range of pre-analytic factors
that determine quantity and quality of cfDNA in ES, it would be
necessary to examine a more heterogeneous cohort with diverse
tumor types, including those associated with a higher rate of cell
turnover and necrosis. In this study, overall specimen cellularity
did not correlate with quantity of DNA extracted, a non-intuitive
finding that, nevertheless, aligns with previous studies.

There is currently no standard method for determining the
fraction of cfDNA derived from tumor cells. For FFPE CB
and tissue specimens, the estimated fraction of extracted DNA
derived from tumor cells is simply derived from quantification of
TC. Whether a similar method of estimation is valid for cfDNA
is currently unknown (33). Previous studies of cfDNA extracted
from ES have estimated TC using liquid-based preparations,
CB sections (25), or some combination thereof (13). Upon
comparison in a previous study, estimated cellularities were
concordant between matched TP slides and CB sections (34). In
contrast, for three specimens in the current study, estimated OC
and TC were markedly discordant between matched TP slides
and CB sections. All these specimens demonstrated both very low
OC and very high TC on TP slides. For such specimens, it would
be advisable to use CB sections to estimate OC and TC.

DNA Extraction
The most striking observation in the current study is the wide
size variation of DNA fragments extracted from PES. Cell-free
DNA fragments in PES have previously been shown to shed in
multiples of 166 BP, consistent with nucleosomal structure (17).
Many specimens in this study (n = 11) and in the literature
(13, 17, 35) not only showed characteristic peaks at multiples
of 166 BP but also high levels of genomic/cellular DNA. This
may indicate low quantities of actual tumor- derived cfDNA—
so called “dilutional effect” (36). Indeed, the sole false negative
sequencing result (Specimen #1, Table 3) utilized predominantly
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TABLE 5 | Review of Studies of next-generation sequencing of nucleic acid extracted directly from residual effusion superanatant fluid.

References Nucleic acid

extraction kit

DNA input (ng) Primary site of

malignancy

Sequencing

panel

Sequencing

panel specificity

Minimum allelic

fraction

detected (%)

Patel et al. (22) MagMAX® cfDNA

isolation kit*

20 Lung Oncomine®

lung cfDNA*

Targeted (NSCLC) 0.6

Wei et al. (34) Gentra puregene®

kit
†

Variable (>20) Lung TruSeqTM

cancer

amplicon‡

Not targeted 5

Husain et al. (10) Plasma/serum

circulating DNA

maxi kit§

80 Multiple Guardant360®

liquid biopsy**

Not targeted Not reported

Roy-Chowdhuri

et al. (13)

QIAsymphony®

Circulating DNA

Kit†

10 Multiple AmpliSeqTM

cancer hotspot

v2*

Not targeted 5.4

Tong et al. (37) QIAamp®

Circulating Nucleic

Acid Kit†

Variable Lung GeneseeqOne

pan-cancer
††

Not targeted 0.1

Guo et al. (19) QIAamp®

Circulating Nucleic

Acid Kit†

Variable (>50) Lung Not reported Not reported Not reported

Yang et al. (17) QIAamp®

Circulating Nucleic

Acid Kit†

120 Multiple Stanford

actionable

mutation

Not targeted 1.6

Xiang et al. (25) MagMAX® cfDNA

Isolation Kit*

Variable (>20) Lung Oncomine®

lung cf total

nucleic acid*

Targeted (NSCLC) 0.3

cf, cell-free; DNA, deoxyribonucleic acid; NSCLC, non-small cell lung carcinoma.

*ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA.
†
Qiagen, Hilden, Germany.

‡ Illumina, San Diego, CA.
§Norgen Biotek, Thorold, ON.
**Guardant Health, Redwood City, CA.
††
Geneseeq Technology, Nanjing, China.

high molecular weight DNA. Nevertheless, sequencing results
utilizing predominantly high molecular weight DNA were
confirmed by sequencing FFPE tissue for 10 other specimens.
This result is concordant with that from a previous study in
which no significant difference in mutational profile or MAF
was identified upon hybrid capture-based NGS of fragmented
vs. unfragmented DNA extracted from PES of patients with
metastatic lung adenocarcinoma (35). Because the current study
utilized an amplicon-based sequencing approach without a
fragmentation step, the effect of manual DNA fragmentation
could not be investigated. There was also no correlation between
DNA fragment size distribution and tumor cellularity (on TP or
CB), history of chemotherapy or radiotherapy, or detection of a
genetic alteration.

Next-Generation Sequencing
Sequencing platforms vary in the methods of library preparation,
signal generation, and variant curation, as well as sequencing
targets. Differing results among studies that utilize different
sequencing methodologies is to be expected. Studies in which
DNA was sequenced by NGS after extraction directly from ES
are listed in Table 5. Some previous studies employed sequencing
panels with a narrow range of targets (13, 25, 34), including two
that, similar to the current study, employed a panel originally

designed for ctDNA (12, 25), while other studies employed
broad, pan-cancer panels (17, 37). Of note, several studies
employed hybrid capture-based sequencing methods (12, 17,
19, 34, 37), which may be more sensitive in the detection of
copy number variants (CNVs), and others employed panels that
included intronic DNA sequences for the detection of gene
fusions (17, 19, 37). The sequencing panel and amplicon-based
methodology in the current study did not allow for the detection
of either gene fusions or CNVs. As MET amplification is an
established mechanism and EGFR and ERBB2 amplification are
proposed mechanisms of resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitor
(TKI) therapy in EGFR-mutated NSCLC (38–40), it would be
advisable for laboratories to include an ancillary or secondary
mechanism of detection of CNVs for samples of EGFR-mutated
NSCLC (25). Other mechanisms of resistance to TKI therapy in
EGFR-mutated NSCLC, including secondary T790M and C797S
mutations in EGFR, as well as activating mutations in PIK3CA
may be detected in the current study.

The great advantage of NGS developed for ctDNA, in the
setting of sufficient DNA input and great sequencing depth,
is the detection of alterations at a very low allelic frequency,
which is particularly important in effusion specimens for two
reasons. First, some alterations may be subclonal, particularly
those that confer resistance to therapy, such as T790M and C797S
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in EGFR that confer resistance to first- and third-generation
EGFR inhibitors, respectively. As such, they may be present
at allelic fractions far below the levels suggested by evaluating
cellular tumor fraction. Indeed, Xiang et al. detected several
T790M EGFR resistance mutations at allelic fractions that were
significantly lower (as low as 0.3%) than both the allelic fractions
of their corresponding activating EGFR mutations and the limit
of detection for their FFPE tissue-based assay (25). Second,
inflammatory cells and mesothelial cells may vastly outnumber
tumor cells in pleural effusion specimens. Indeed, the median
TC (11%) among our specimens (on CB sections) correlates
with that of the lowest allelic fraction (5.4%) detected in a
previous study (13). Although that study utilized half the DNA
input (10 vs. 20 ng in this study), the lowest allelic fraction at
which an alteration was detected in the current study (0.6%)
is considerably lower. Other studies have shown alterations
detected at an allelic frequency of 0.1%; however, quantity of
DNA input was not detailed (37). Husain et al. separately utilized
a sequencing panel—Guardant360 R© Liquid Biopsy (Guardant
Health, Redwood City, CA)—specifically developed for ctDNA
(12). With DNA input of 80 ng, only one SNV was identified
in seven samples sequenced, and the authors did not report its
allelic fraction. Ultimately, it is advisable that every laboratory
in which NGS is performed on ES-derived DNA select and
validate a sequencing methodology, panel and quantity of DNA
input that allows for detection of alterations present at very low
allelic frequency.

The greatest challenge that must be overcome for widespread
clinical application of NGS performed on ES-derived DNA is
demonstration that it can identify all pathogenic and relevant
genetic alterations with great sensitivity. In previous studies,
a handful of variants detected by NGS performed on DNA
extracted from FFPE were not detected by NGS performed
on ES (19, 25, 37). Accordingly, while the paradigm may be
shifting (8), nucleic acid extracted from FFPE tissue sections
remains the current gold standard substrate for clinical NGS.
In the current study, one pathogenic variant was identified
upon sequencing of FFPE (the presumptive primary lung mass)
but not from a corresponding PES of low TC containing
predominantly high molecular weight DNA. Such DNA is
presumably of cellular/genomic origin, which may reflect
relatively low turnover and release of cfDNA from tumor
cells, like that expected from their non-neoplastic mesothelial,
histiocytic, and inflammatory effusion fluid counterparts. Given
that the assay employed in the current study was able to identify
an alteration at an allelic fraction of 0.6%, it is unlikely that
the lack of detection was the result of an alteration falling
below the limit of detection of the assay. Nevertheless, it
would be advisable for pathologists to proceed with caution
when performing NGS on predominantly high molecular weight
DNA extracted directly from supernatant fluid containing
low TC.

Another challenge that must be overcome to allow for
widespread clinical application of NGS performed on ES-derived
DNA is that of age-related clonal hematopoiesis (ARCH).
ARCH is defined as a gradual expansion of hematopoietic stem
cell progenitors harboring recurrent, clonal genetic variants in

asymptomatic individuals without a diagnosis of hematologic
malignancy. The list of variants considered “recurrent” is
continuously evolving, as is the threshold for calling such
variants (41). Regardless, it is certain that the incidence of
ARCH rises with age, and a significant proportion of cfDNA
in the peripheral circulation is derived from hematopoietic
cells (42, 43). Accordingly, using ultrasensitive hybrid capture-
based NGS, Phallen et al. detected potentially ARCH-associated
variants with MAF ranging from 0.06 to 7.60% in ctDNA
from 37% of a cohort of solid-tumor patients (44). Variants
in a single gene (DNMT3A) were detected in 93% of those
patients’ samples, and none harbored variants in any genes
included in the panel employed in the current study. However,
variants in 4 of the panel genes in the current study—NRAS,
KRAS, BRAF, and TP53—have been estimated to account for
up to 5% of ARCH-associated variants (45, 46). Accordingly,
Hu et al. demonstrated the presence of ARCH-associated TP53
variants at MAF ranging from 0.3 to 1.9% upon NGS of
DNA extracted from the plasma of 5/33 NSCLC patients (47).
Therefore, it is possible that variants of low MAF detected
in PES-derived cfDNA may be, in rare cases, derived from
contaminating peripheral blood and represent ARCH rather
than release of DNA from metastatic epithelial cells, particularly
in hemorrhagic effusions from older patients. In the current
study, the one case for which a TP53 alteration was detected
in PES but not in DNA extracted from a corresponding (but
not concurrent) FFPE specimen was grossly “bloody” specimen
and from a patient of moderately advanced age. Its presence
could be ascribed to either clonal tumor evolution and/or
heterogeneity. However, in the absence of advanced methods
of evaluating methylation status or nucleosomal structure or
addition of DNMT3A to the panel (43, 48), the provenance
of the TP53 alteration cannot definitively be ascribed to
metastatic tumor-derived DNA. For the two cases in the current
study in which KRAS alterations were detected in PES at
low MAF, neither of which was grossly “bloody,” the same
alteration was identified in DNA extracted from corresponding
FFPE specimens.

In addition to challenges, the current study indicates that
applications for sequencing of DNA extracted from ES may
extend beyond that of current practices. Specifically, previous
studies have identified genetic alterations in DNA extracted from
ES that were not present in DNA extracted from corresponding
FFPE CB sections or tissue biopsies (17, 25, 37). Although
no resistance mutations were detected in the current study,
a TP53 alteration was identified upon sequencing of DNA
extracted from PES. Library preparation failed using DNA
extracted from the concurrent CB sections. This result suggests
that, in some cases, DNA extracted from ES may serve
to supplement or even supplant DNA extracted from FFPE
CB sections.

Site-Specific Effects
The results of the currently study suggest that the rate and
mechanism by which tumor cells shed DNA into effusion
fluid requires further study. The results of sequencing of DNA
extracted from both supernatant and FFPE CB sections of
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paired pleural and peritoneal effusion specimens demonstrates
differences in allelic fraction of detected alterations. Specifically,
while KRAS and TP53 alterations were detected at approximately
equal allelic fractions in DNA extracted from FFPE CB sections
in both pleural and peritoneal fluid specimens, allelic fractions
of KRAS alterations in DNA extracted directly from effusion
fluid were significantly higher than those of concurrent TP53
alterations. It is possible that primer competition produced
preferential amplification of the KRAS amplicon over that
for TP53, a phenomenon that has been previously described
among amplicon-based NGS assays, although to a lesser extent
than in the current cases (49). However, the assay utilized
to sequence DNA extracted from FFPE was also amplicon-
based. Therefore, this result raises the possibility that some
DNA species are shed more readily than others by tumor
cells, a phenomenon that, to our knowledge has not been
previously described.

Furthermore, while allelic fractions of KRAS alterations
were approximately equal in paired peritoneal effusion (ascites)
specimens, the allelic fraction of the KRAS alteration detected
in DNA extracted from FFPE CB sections from the pleural
effusion specimen was far greater than that detected in PES
DNA, suggesting differential DNA shedding at different sites.
Sequencing of DNA extracted from a greater number of paired
ES and FFPE CB specimens will be required to determine the
frequency and extent to which DNA species are unequally shed
by tumor cells.

In conclusion, DNA extracted from PES represents a robust
substrate for NGS developed for plasma specimens, despite
pre-analytical and analytical challenges. Reduction of specimen
heterogeneity may allow for widespread clinical application
of this highly sensitive methodology. Assessment of clonal
heterogeneity and site-specific effects on the detection of genetic
alterations need further study.
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